Electrical Testing and Repair Services in New Jersey
dkelectricalsolutions.com/electrical-testing-and-repair-services

If you are looking for an electrical repair company in New Jersey, look no further than
DK Electrical Solutions. Our South Jersey electricians specialize in troubleshooting and
repairing complicated electrical issues, outlets that have stopped working, lights are
flickering, a burning smell coming from an outlet, and more. We provide a thorough
inspection and perform electrical testing to check for any faults with your system. With
our electrical repair services, you will be offered a warranty for peace of mind.
Electrical problems can be dangerous, and should be handled with care by a
professional. Whatever your electrical repair service needs are, DK Electrical
Solutions has you covered! Call (609) 796-4177 for a FREE on-site estimate.
Get FREE On-Site Estimate!

Signs You Need Electrical Repair
Your house is the only one on the block without power
Your appliances turn off randomly
You have dead light switches
You have dead outlets
You experience frequent circuit breaker trips
You have dim or flickering lights
Electrical Repairs

We offer electrical repair options on every project to try and fit everyone’s budget. For
instance: a job like a troubleshoot/repair call for outlets not working we will offer 3
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different options:
Band-aid fix, where we locate the problem and fix it. (30-day warranty)
Circuit restoration, where we remove all the devices on the faulty circuit, repair
all connections, and replace devices with new ones. (3 year warranty)
Premium Circuit Restoration, where we do the same as above, but include an
arc fault breaker which protects the circuit from starting a fire if it should ever fail
(5 year warranty).
Electrical Safety Inspection

A safety inspection provides a thorough examination of your entire electrical system,
and is important for the integrity of the home and everyone in it. After the electrical
safety inspection is complete, we provide a detailed checklist for items that need
immediate attention, and recommendations for improvements or upgrades. It is
recommended to get an electrical safety inspection when a home is more than 30 years
old, has a major renovation, when you buy a home, or when adding a new appliance.

Contact Our Electrical Repair Company in South Jersey for Electrical
Repairs
Make sure you hire a qualified electrician for your electrical repair services. They will
ensure your electrical problems are solved, and you’re not at any risk with your
electrical system. The action is important to both residential and commercial
individuals. We have skilled electrical repair professionals to help you at an affordable
cost and guarantee customer satisfaction.
Submit Contact Form Today!
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